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Executive Summary

The Teradata® Enterprise Data Warehouse Roadmap is a

visual planning model showing the alignment of enter-

prise strategic goals and objectives through a “food chain”

to the supporting data in the enterprise data warehouse.

Strategic business values are assigned to business

improvement opportunities supporting those goals 

and objectives and providing possible prioritization of

company business requirements. Information-enabled

business values are then built based on the completeness

of data sourced in this enterprise data warehouse 

environment. The roadmap will help a company stay 

on the path supporting its strategic business values 

based on a foundation of enterprise data. This document

is specifically focused on the roadmap model content 

and requirements of the communications industry.
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What is an Enterprise
Data Warehouse
Roadmap? 

Let’s start by breaking the title into two

pieces: an enterprise data warehouse and 

a roadmap. Many have used the term

enterprise data warehouse (EDW), but not

always with the same meaning. For the

purpose of this paper, the general concept

is that it is a central repository for signifi-

cant parts of enterprise data, and that its

use extends beyond the specific focus of

any single department or group of users.

Also, its construction tends to be iterative

and constantly evolving for new uses.

The second piece is the roadmap. It is

borrowed from the American love of the

automobile and the open highways. Most

of us are well aware of the time (money?)

that can be saved by a resource that can

help us get to our destination, while

leaving the exact route flexible to change.

Store once and use many is a major concept

supporting enterprise data warehousing.

The intent is that once data, also called

business information, are stored in a

central repository, they can be made

available for multiple uses. Two benefits

come from that action. One is that the 

cost of harvesting and cleansing the data 

is only incurred once. The second is that 

a single view of the enterprise can be

supported. Once a critical mass of data

from various sections of the business is

combined, new insights (information)

about the business also become available.

These insights tend to be in addition to

the initially planned uses.

A problem with all of this is that building

an EDW can be expensive and challenging.

The business value analysis becomes

complex, as most projects have one

business case, and, therefore, one associ-

ated return on investment. How can we

take the many projects targeted to produce

actionable information and then combine

and align them with the goals and objec-

tives of the enterprise? And, if that could

be done, how can we separate that value

from the additional value of previously

unidentified uses?

So, while this is somewhat complex,

expensive, and challenging, it seems

reasonable that the rewards justify the

challenge. But how can we get smarter

about aligning the challenge with the

payback? The intent of the Enterprise 

Data Warehouse Roadmap is focused on

here. The balance of this paper describes 

a model built to illustrate the concepts 

and values that an EDW can address. The

roadmap contains the routes and associ-

ated “food chain” interconnections. The

path chosen is based on your goals and

perceived business values. Therefore, the

ability to use a roadmap and then model

the impact of change will help you maxi-

mize return on investment of your EDW.

Can it be done? A few brief years ago,

probably not. Today, yes.Figure 1. Teradata EDW Roadmap planning model.
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Overview of the EDW
Roadmap Model 

Let’s go into more detail about how the

EDW Roadmap is constructed and how 

it can build the linkage from the highest

strategic levels of the company down to the

basic business information as captured in

operational data. The following description

is a high-level overview of the roadmap

and primarily describes the business

linkages. Additional detailed information is

associated in the various object properties

and business rule relationship definitions.

Business Direction: Vision,
Goals, and Objectives
The Business Directions container (See

Figure 2.) depicts a customer’s vision,

goals, and strategic objectives. These are

related, and a relative weight (on a scale 

of 1-7) is identified for each goal. The

weight of a goal is then factored into the

calculated weight assigned to the strategic

objectives. That factored weight is, in turn,

passed to the associated business improve-

ment opportunities. This figure shows

alignment between a company’s strategic

objectives and associated EDW business

improvement opportunities.

Business Improvement
Opportunities: Objectives,
Analysis, Actions, and Results
A business improvement opportunity

(BIO) is the definition of a business

initiative, that when applied to the business,

additional value can be realized (See

Figures 3 and 4.).
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Figure 2. Strategy, vision, goals, and objectives.

Figure 3. Business improvement opportunities.
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The objective is the statement of what will

be accomplished when the work is com-

pleted. An analysis of the business objective

must be made to identify the actions that

should be taken. When the actions are

taken, the company realizes the business

results. These four parts of a BIO are

modeled as shown in the example. It may

require the execution of several BIOs to

complete a strategic objective, and a BIO

may contribute to the resolution of several

strategic objectives of the business. This is

tracked in the planning model. Potential

business results are accumulated in the

model in two specific areas. The first would

be a financial value. The financial results

may be identified via a business impact

model (BIM). The second would show the

value of having information in the data

warehouse. As the data sources are enriched,

the information improves, supporting

higher value/lower cost actions, generating

higher value return. This improvement is

referred to as information enabled value.

A BIO scenario is an optional refined

definition of a BIO objective. It carries the

same characteristics of a BIO objective.

Business questions and key performance

indicators may be directly linked to the

BIO objective or the scenario.

Analysis: Business 
Questions and Key
Performance Indicators

When performing the analysis portion 

of the BIO, we look to identify business

questions and metrics to be used to

determine the planned success of our

work. These business questions and key

performance indicators are then linked to

the supporting BIO (See Figure 5.).

The middle portion of the model identi-

fies the collection of business questions

(BQs) and key performance indicators

(KPIs). They are related to the supporting
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Figure 4. This diagram shows the specific Communications BIOs that are enabled in the Teradata
Communications industry EDW Roadmap Model v10.00.02.

Figure 5. EDW Roadmap planning model.
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data attributes identified in the Teradata

Communications Logical Data Model

(cLDM) (See Figure 6.). An assumption

supporting BQs and KPIs is that unless all

of the needed attributes are sourced, the

BQ or KPI is not valid. For example, a KPI

with a null numerator or denominator is at 

best wrong and at worst misleading.

Therefore, the BQ or KPI is not considered

as information unless 100% of the needed

attributes are available. However, the BQ

and KPI will go from red (0%-49%) to

yellow (50%-74%) to yellow green (75%-

99%) to dark green (100%) for visual effects

as an assistant to the planning process 

(See Figures 7 and 8.).

Logical Data Model:
Subject Areas, Entities,
Attributes

The Teradata Communications industry

Logical Data Model (cLDM) supplies

attributes to the business questions 

and analyses. The LDM is structured 

from the business perspective as a set 

of subject areas. Within each subject 

area are supporting facets with their

associated entities. Further decomposition

of the entity exposes the attributes that 

the IT staff will need to associate with 

the physical data model and the related

operational systems that will supply 

the data.
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Figure 6. Questions and analytics versus model.

KPI #0034 Revenue by campaign

KPI #0001 ARPB (average revenue per bill)

KPI #0055 Billing completeness

KPI #0033 Profit margin per average customer

KPI #0122 Total assets per employee

Sample Key Performance Indicators

Figure 8.

Figure 7.

VA #0058 By channel, what are the profitability characteristics of customers
serviced by those channels?

BQ #0002 By revenue, who are our best customers?

BQ #0397 What did it cost to acquire customers via a channel/region/dealer?

VA #0024 What is the lifetime value of each customer by income level?

BA #0003 What is the average in minutes and seconds for a billable call?

Sample Business Questions
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Data Sources
Data sources are representative of the

various operational support systems (OSS)

that businesses rely on. As they are shown

as available, they turn the attributes from

red to green (See Figure 9.).

So, you can see that we have traversed

from the high-level enterprise goals and

objectives to associated BIOs through

business questions, key performance

indicators, and the specific data attributes

and sources needed to enable them.

The Complete Model

The EDW Roadmap model was described

from the perspective of top to bottom,

that is, from enterprise goals and strategic

objectives down to the business informa-

tion required (lowest level data attributes).

Another way to look at the model is from

the bottom up. By understanding what data

are readily available from the enterprise

operational support systems, you can

identify what actionable information can 

be created. Often, it is not obvious which

business questions and key performance

indicators might be available, based on

sourced data. That is because most BI-based

projects are limited by specific needs, based

on a defined return on investment (ROI).

Leveraging an integrated data model for

each of those specific projects provides the

foundation for exponential return.

The concept of a roadmap is based upon

the notion of incrementally sourcing

(loading) operational data into the inte-

grated data model that has been developed
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Figure 9. Data Sources.

Figure 10. The Teradata Communications industry EDW Roadmap model.
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for the EDW. The roadmap is created 

by making informed decisions about 

the proper priority and sequence of the

candidate iterations. The initial source is

based on a specific project with a specific

ROI. Each additional source can have

similar requirements. As a critical mass of

integrated data evolves, exponential return

can be expected. That is, once the business

facts are extracted, transformed (if

needed), and loaded into the integrated

data model, they can be leveraged by

multiple departments. By aligning and

managing the order of data sourcing to 

its value to the enterprise, a plan is built.

By supporting flexibility and change, a

roadmap becomes invaluable.

Summary

Yes, the ability to create a structured model

of how enterprise data can be turned into

actionable information is not only possible,

but can be delivered today by Teradata

Professional Services consultants. The

actions taken as a result of this repeatable

process will build business value.

But, it doesn’t stop there. Aligning busi-

ness value with the directions of the

enterprise using an iterative, ongoing

approach becomes a primary enabler to

meeting and exceeding goals. The impact

of the enterprise data warehouse can be

immediately determined, calculated, and 

a roadmap built. Remember, “store once,

and use many.”
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“When we started, the goal of the initiative was to migrate all the legacy
reporting and really the data warehouse capability away from an Oracle
OLTP Schema to a Teradata [System] where we had an enterprise view 
of our data. And initially in that implementation we had a key decision 
to make. Were we just going to forklift the production schema from the
warehouse into Teradata [Database] or take the time to reengineer the
data model to better support analytics with the company. We chose the
latter, largely because we saw the value in modeling the data for the entire
enterprise so that all the business units could really grasp the concept or
benefit from a single source of truth for PayPal. So, when we launched
that initiative, the focus was to support our accounting and FPDA customers
first, so we have really a finance driven approach. Which I think really set
the course for a world-class implementation, in that, we focused on things
like data quality and really ensuring that the batch processes, that our
quality processes produced the right level of accuracy. ”

– Clay Stanley, Director of Information Management Delivery, PayPal
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